En’vogue Furnishings
DataV Archive Case Study
Customer Challenge

About En’vogue Furnishings

En’vogue Furnishings (EFI) being one of the major players in the home
furnishing and décor domain in this region, was facing the challenge on
how to store their ever-increasing digital product catalogues and
marketing media in sync with their business growth.
Company:

They were looking for the following features in the storage solution; it
should be secure, inexpensive, and easy to manage and help them get rid
of the physical storage mediums they have been using till now. The
product catalogues and media contained rich images, presentations,
posters, and marketing banners, which took up lot of storage space and
was becoming cumbersome over time to manage and maintain
efficiently.
This ever-growing exponential marketing database needed to be saved
at the earliest, to avoid any critical data loss due to some unforeseen
human error or any disastrous failure at the physical storage level. Which
would have led to an irrecoverable loss of crucial data as well as have
jeopardized their current and upcoming marketing campaigns too.
The challenges required to be addressed while proposing the solution:
Þ EFI wanted a permanent long term data storage solution which
should allow them to retrieve past marketing data in case
requested by old customers or new customers specifically asking
for an obsolete design to be delivered.
Þ Shift/migrate their admin portal to a better and faster cloud
hosting solution, as they were facing slow response and
performance issues with the current hosting provider.
Þ They wanted a cloud storage option for the current live data
which must be readily accessible through their portal, where they
wanted to upload and download images and other media through
their admin portal.
Þ As the size of the data to be archived was in TBs, they wanted a
pocket-friendly archiving option, where they should be able to
access the data in minutes, if required urgently.
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Established in the year
1999, En’vogue Furnishings
is a 5 million dollar
enterprise working in the
home décor spectrum to
create picturesque spaces.
They are the Indian
connoisseurs of carpets
obtaining the best variety
from the best
manufacturers in India,
while also being the biggest
importer of carpets from
countries like Belgium,
China, Turkey and Egypt.
Obsessions has come a long
way from its inception in
1994, created to cater to the
international markets, to its
conversion to a Pvt. Ltd
company in 2004. The
company also holds a sister
firm by the name of
Furnitex, established in the
year 1986 as a
proprietorship.

Why Velocis?
Velocis has the relevant expertise and team to streamline clients’ journey for
moving/archiving data to Amazon Web Services (AWS) Cloud storage, utilizing
our Cloud migration offerings. Our experience, processes, team of certified
cloud engineers and deep understanding of custom built business applications
has empowered us to be a trusted partner in making customer cloud journey
seamless.
Velocis helps businesses to securely deploy and manage applications in
multiple data center, private cloud, and public cloud environments.
Solution Proposed
Amazon S3 Glacier Storage | Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3) |
Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2) | Amazon Elastic Block Store
(Amazon EBS) | AWS Security Hub | AWS CloudTrail
After analysing several options, EFI finalised the solution offered by team
Velocis to store their data as well as host the admin portal on AWS Cloud
architecture. Velocis being the chosen cloud provisioner, offered the following
solution to address all of their crucial challenges and concerns:
• Amazon S3 Glacier vaults for storing approximately 1TB of old
customer data.
• Amazon S3 standard class storage for the current running marketing
campaigns as well as to upload/download files from the admin portal.
• We used latest generation M5 general purpose Windows Amazon EC2
Instance to host the admin portal with encrypted Amazon EBS volumes,
which ensures encryption-at-rest for the stored data.
• Combination of Amazon CloudWatch, AWS CloudTrail and AWS
Security Hub to secure the complete AWS infrastructure. Which also
helps in providing timely statistics and alerts along with complete
auditable record of all actions performed in the console by users.
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Business Benefits Achieved
The delivered solution on AWS Cloud architecture helped En’vogue
furnishings overcome the listed challenges as well as augmented their
business growth in the following areas–
o

o

o

Migrating all the cold storage data to Amazon S3 Glacier from onpremises expensive physical storage mediums reduced their data
management costs by more than 50%.
The solution enabled EFI to significantly reduce the overall effort
(man-hours) and time spent by 70%, which was spent in shuffling
through the numerous physical storage tape drives and external SSDs,
looking for important data.
The hosting of their Admin portal on AWS Cloud solution helped them
achieve the speed and ease of operability they were missing earlier.

Future Roadmap
o

o

o

Velocis cloud team suggested EFI to change the Amazon EBS volume
type from the current gp2 to the new generation gp3 which offers
20% lower price than existing gp2 volume types and better
performance too.
We have also suggested EFI to move their self-managed Amazon EC2
hosted MySQL database to fully managed Amazon Relational
Database Service (Amazon RDS) for better performance, scalability
and ease of mind.
Velocis has also recommended EFI to implement ‘Elastic Load
Balancing’ to efficiently manage the increasing traffic on their portal
in the coming months.

Lessons Learnt
o

o

We have now added the relevant questionnaire related to identifying
the type of data the customer has in our initial pre-sales phase
discussions. As we felt this was missing during discussions with EFI as
their data had to be properly categorized as videos, brochures, images,
and pamphlets for archiving.
Plus, we have acquired a new skill of archiving digital catalogues for
customers like EFI who have extensive marketing campaigns based on
such data.
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